More room to breathe.

Welcome to the wide open spaces of the Airbus A380. With two full-length decks offering 50% more floor surface than any other high capacity aircraft. Broader seats. More personal storage. Better headroom. Wider stairs. All in all, more space for every passenger to relax and appreciate the quietest cabin of any airliner currently flying. The wide open spaces outside the A380 benefit from its design, too. The A380’s engine emissions are well below current international limits, contributing to improved air quality around the airports it serves. Giving us all more room to breathe where we need it most. Airbus A380. See the bigger picture.
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Customer Services events

Just happened

Material, Suppliers and Warranty Symposium, Cancun, Mexico June 2008

We concluded a successful symposium, which brought together 150 people from customers and major suppliers organizations. The key theme of this event was to ‘Materialise our future together’ with keynote speeches dedicated to:

• Reveal of the Supplier Support Rating awards,
• Airbus material management strategy,
• The new Supplier Support Conditions (SSC),
• Supplier improvement process,
• Airbus B2B and powerplant supplier policies and support,
• Optimization of the supply chain,
• What’s new in warranty,
• Warranty tool developments.

To complement the speeches, plenary sessions and workshops were held to share greater detail on specific developments and to openly exchange ideas together with customers and suppliers. The customer catalogue highlighted that we delivered on our previous commitments and our ongoing initiatives were highly appreciated.

The first A380 Entry Into Service symposium, Toulouse, France 1 - 4 December 2008

More than 200 people from eleven A380 customer airlines and nineteen suppliers attended the event. In a departure from the traditional symposium format, a broad range of A380 issues were debated with one day for cross functional technical subjects, one day for production and programme development issues and one day for flight operations items. With the aircraft in-service for over one year, this was an ideal time to review feedback from initial operation. All customers agreed the symposium gave them valuable feedback to prepare future entries-into-service and expect Airbus and its suppliers to maintain efforts on in-service reliability and product maturity improvements.

Airbus Training Symposium, Paris, France 1 - 4 December 2008

400 participants, 112 airlines, 32 training systems suppliers and aviation authorities expressed extreme satisfaction with the symposium. The key message was, “Thinking about tomorrow’s training: rethinking with tomorrow’s technologies”. This theme, reiterated in four streams (flight, maintenance, cabin, and simulation technologies) in different presentations demonstrated our commitment to safety, quality and efficiency. VP Jacques Drappier asked “are we still training people based on aircraft of yesterday, hoping that they will learn about the aircraft of today, and will be prepared for the aircraft of tomorrow?”. Technologies such as the Onboard Information System, Onboard Maintenance System, and Flight Attendant’s Panel have revolutionized the way people operate Airbus aircraft and training must take this into account. He concluded that safety is non-negotiable and can be economically achieved by applying this theme.

Coming soon

A320 Family programme symposium, Paris, France 4 - 8 May 2009

The A320 Family is continuing to develop and to expand. The worldwide symposium of the A320 Family programme will take place in downtown Paris in May 2009. It will gather the airline management dealing with the A320 family, fleet managers and technical pilots to share the experience of the almost 4,000 aircraft which will be in service by mid 2009. Airbus will propose a basic agenda that will be merged with customer suggestions, concerning on fleet concerns that will be based on FAIR-ISP (Forum for Aircraft Issues Resolution – In Service Problems) inputs. It is planned to cover all presentations in the main session. As usual, adequate facilities will be available for side meetings. The formal invitation letters as well as the preliminary agenda will sent in the first quarter of 2009.

The 15th Performance & Operations Conference to be held in Paris 11-15 May 2009

This is a significant milestone in our Flight Operations Support & Services activities. These events have been organized since 1989 and this event provides flight crews, operations specialists, flight operations engineers and performance specialists with a unique opportunity to constructively exchange views and information, plus increase mutual cooperation and communication. On most days, three sessions will be conducted simultaneously to cover the main flight operations themes. In addition, booths will be open daily to discuss issues and to provide demonstrations of Airbus Flight Operations’ tools.

Airbus Training Centre Toulouse, France
Tel: +33 (0)5 61 93 33 33
Fax: +33 (0)5 61 93 29 94

Airbus Maintenance Training Centre Hamburg, Germany
Tel: +49 40 743 88288
Fax: +49 40 743 88588

Airbus Training subsidiaries
Miami, USA - Florida
Tel: +1 (305) 871 36 55
Fax: +1 (305) 871 46 49
Beijing, China
Tel: +86 10 80 48 63 40
Fax: +86 10 80 48 65 76
Airline staff can familiarize with the Airbus manuals to maintain Airbus aircraft with the C@DETS self-tutorial courseware, see article on page 22.
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Hydraulic problems can be a source of schedule disruptions for operators. This article is in two parts with the first part describing an Airbus training course for repairing hydraulic problems on all Airbus aircraft types and the second part explaining the improvements and maintenance recommendations specifically developed for hydraulic systems on A300/A310 Family aircraft.

Your aircraft is scheduled to depart in two minutes and you are comfortably seated. Suddenly, a voice is heard in the cabin: ‘ladies and gentlemen, this is the captain, we have a technical problem and maintenance is checking it. We will inform you as soon as possible of the result’.

Even if you don’t see them, outside the aircraft maintenance technicians are already busy. The aircraft has a hydraulic leak and they have to quickly answer crucial questions such as ‘is the leak within the Aircraft Maintenance Manual (AMM) limits?’ or ‘is there a de-activation to perform?’ and many others. Then they have to make a good decision, because the longer the aircraft is delayed, the more passengers will be inconvenienced and the more expensive and problematic will be the consequences.

Their decision making depends on several factors, such as: Severity of the problem, maintenance staff skill and experience and a number of others.

To help and improve the performance, knowledge, skill and decision making of maintenance technicians on hydraulic system problems, Airbus has developed a specific two days training course, applicable for all Airbus aircraft types. This article explains the course content and its advantages.

A training course for repairing hydraulic problems on all Airbus aircraft types
Hydraulic problems can be a source of schedule disruptions for operators. This article is in two parts with the first part describing an Airbus training course for repairing hydraulic problems on all Airbus aircraft types and the second part explaining the improvements and maintenance recommendations specifically developed for hydraulic systems on A300/A310 Family aircraft.

Your aircraft is scheduled to depart in two minutes and you are comfortably seated. Suddenly, a voice is heard in the cabin: ‘ladies and gentlemen, this is the captain, we have a technical problem and maintenance is checking it. We will inform you as soon as possible of the result’.

Even if you don’t see them, outside the aircraft maintenance technicians are already busy. The aircraft has a hydraulic leak and they have to quickly answer crucial questions such as ‘is the leak within the Aircraft Maintenance Manual (AMM) limits?’ or ‘is there a deactivation to perform?’ and many others. Then they have to make a good decision, because the longer the aircraft is delayed, the more passengers will be inconvenienced and the more expensive and problematic will be the consequences.

Their decision making depends on several factors, such as: Severity of the problem, maintenance staff skill and experience and a number of others.

To help and improve the performance, knowledge, skill and decision making of maintenance technicians on hydraulic system problems, Airbus has developed a specific two days training course, applicable for all Airbus aircraft types. This article explains the course content and its advantages.
THE HYDRAULIC PRACTICES, REPAIRS AND PRECAUTIONS COURSE

The course is designed for all Airbus aircraft families and can be delivered at a customer’s site, or anywhere else. The target population is maintenance certifying staff (European Aviation Safety Agency B1, B2, A, C categories, Federal Aviation Agency A&P or equivalent) and non certifying staff dealing with the aircraft. The course is divided into two parts. The first day is theory with a repair session with kits.

DAY ONE - THEORY

Servicing recommendations is the first part. Whether it is done at the operator main base or elsewhere, improper servicing can be a contributing factor for delays (over servicing, quantity level variation, reservoir or accumulator configuration not set...etc). Therefore, it is essential to know or review the ‘MUST DO and MUST NOT DO’ during servicing.

Another maintenance duty is inspection. This is to ensure hydraulic systems; components and lines are in good condition. This is very important for prevention of hydraulic leaks. They can be certified airworthy according to the AMM, which provides criteria, limits and tolerances. What and where to check is part of the course. Additionally, the course helps to find the damage tolerances for dispatch. Leak prevention in case of line damage is studied. In addition, videos review the basics of seal, line and hose installation.

A significant amount of air trapped in hydraulic fluid can generate hydraulic leaks. During maintenance checks, air accumulators are left open for long periods. Due to safety concerns, before the first closing of the door it is required to bleed the door actuators, as if this is not done the doors could slam shut due to air ingress. Therefore, this task is emphasized and the type of tool and how to perform the bleeding is reviewed.

For example: Applicable to all Airbus aircraft types with lower deck cargo doors, including freighters with the main deck cargo hydraulic actuated door. During maintenance checks cargo doors are left open for long periods. Due to safety concerns, before the first closing of the door it is required to bleed the door actuators, as if this is not done the doors could slam shut due to air ingress. Therefore, this task is emphasized and the type of tool and how to perform the bleeding is reviewed.

Another example is on the A320 Family: to ensure safety on some maintenance tasks it is a good practice to isolate systems. On the Power Transfer Unit (PTU) there is an isolation coupling and during the course it is reviewed why, where and how to disconnect this coupling.

These are just two examples, but many more are covered.

If an operator has more than one aircraft type, everything is done on the first type then only the differences are covered for the other types.

DAY TWO - PRACTICAL

This is split in two: on aircraft and with repair kits. On aircraft, participants with the instructor see all the areas where there are points of interest in safety, dispatch, servicing, inspection, de-activation, test or installation.

For example: Applicable to all Airbus aircraft types with lower deck cargo doors, including freighters with the main deck cargo hydraulic actuated door. During maintenance checks, air accumulators are left open for long periods. Due to safety concerns, before the first closing of the door it is required to bleed the door actuators, as if this is not done the doors could slam shut due to air ingress. Therefore, this task is emphasized and the type of tool and how to perform the bleeding is reviewed.

Using the repair kits is the last part of the course. Permaswage and Rynglok repair kits are used and each participant must cut, clean, deburr and swage under the instructor’s coaching/supervision. After the repair is made inspections are carried out.

Conclusion

Hydraulic problems can be a source of aircraft delays and cancellations and can cause significant operational disruption for operators and passengers. The Hydraulic Practices, Repairs And Precautions Course offers operators the opportunity to familiarize or refresh their staff with such problems and fixes and to minimize the disruptions to their operations that can be caused by them.

This course, applicable for all Airbus aircraft families, provides answers when working on hydraulic systems and clarifies, explains and demystifies what is needed to fix hydraulic systems. Some courses have been run already with positive feedback, such as the following examples from operator participating:

‘Course was really good, was informative for today’s activities’, ‘It’s interesting and knowledgeable and it gives me the correct information or procedures’, ‘Was very clear and presentation was excellent, could clear all doubts when ever raised during the course’.

‘We hope that in the future there will be more frequency of training information such as this, to further broaden our knowledge.’
THE HYDRAULIC PRAXIS, REPAIRS AND PRECAUTIONS COURSE

The course is designed for all Airbus aircraft families and can be delivered at a customer’s site, or anywhere else. The target population is maintenance certifying staff (European Aviation Safety Agency B1, B2, A, C categories, Federal Aviation Agency A&P or equivalent) and non-certifying staff directly dealing with the aircraft. The course is divided into two parts. The first day is theory with the second day being practical and on aircraft, including a repair session with kits.
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Servicing recommendations is the first topic. Whether it is done at the operator main base or elsewhere, improper servicing can be a contributing factor for delays (over servicing, quantity level variation, reservoir or accumulator configuration not set, etc.). Therefore, it is essential to know or review the ‘MUST DO AND MUST NOT DO’ during servicing.

Another maintenance duty is inspection. This is to ensure hydraulic systems; components and lines are in good condition. This is very important for prevention of hydraulic leaks. They can be certified airworthy according to the AMM, which provides criteria, limits and tolerances. What and where to check, is part of the course. Additionally, the course helps to find the damage tolerances for dispatch. Leak prevention in case of line damage is studied. In addition, videos review the basics of seal, line and hose installation.

A significant amount of air trapped in hydraulic fluid can generate substantial issues. Therefore, it is essential to know how to tackle this possible case, so the procedures to be used are part of the course.

When a leak or a problem is discovered, what we quickly want to know, are the steps to dispatch the aircraft airworthy or: and things that can reduce a delay duration such as usage of a Fly Away Kit or when to call AIRTAC (Airbus Technical AOG Centre).

The last part of day one explains available hydraulic line repair methods. Today, for Airbus, the suppliers for on wing repairs are Permaswage and Rynglok and both of these technologies are studied. Throughout the day participants are not passive, questions are asked and answers have to be found in the AMM. Also trainees are guided and coached by the instructor using AirN@v (Airbus electronic technical data tool). The purpose is to help them identify how and where to find necessary data for their everyday life.

DAY TWO - PRACTICAL

This is split in two: on aircraft and with repair kits. On aircraft, participants with the instructor see all the areas where there are points of interest in safety, dispatch, servicing, inspection, de-activation, test or installation.

For example: Applicable to all Airbus aircraft types with lower deck cargo doors, including freighters with the main deck cargo hydraulic actuated door. During maintenance checks cargo doors are left open for long periods. Due to safety concerns, before the first closing of the door it is required to bleed the door actuators, as if this is not done the doors could slam shut due to air ingress. Therefore, this task is emphasized and the type of tool and how to perform the bleeding is reviewed.

Another example is on the A320 Family: to ensure safety on some maintenance tasks it is a good practice to isolate systems. On the Power Transfer Unit (PTU) there is an isolation coupling and during the course it is reviewed why, where and how to disconnect this coupling.

These are just two examples, but many more are covered.

If an operator has more than one aircraft type, everything is done on the first type then only the differences are covered for the other types.

Using the repair kits is the last part of the course. Permaswage and Rynglok repair kits are used and each participant must cut, clean, deburr and swage under the instructor’s coaching supervision. After the repair is made inspections are carried out.

Conclusion

Hydraulic problems can be a source of aircraft delays and cancellations and can cause significant operational disruption for operators and their passengers. The Hydraulic Practices, Repairs And Precautions Course offers operators the opportunity to familiarize or refresh their staff with such problems and fixes and to minimize the disruptions to their operations that can be caused by them.

This course, applicable for all Airbus aircraft families, provides answers when working on hydraulic systems and clarifies, explains and demystifies what is needed to fix hydraulic systems. Some courses have been run already with positive feedback, such as the following examples from operator participants: ‘Course was really good, was informative for today’s activities’, ‘It’s interesting and knowledgeable and it gives me the correct information or procedures’, ‘Was very clear and presentation was excellent, could clear all doubts when ever raised during the course’.

‘We hope that in the future there will be more frequency of training information such as this, to further broaden our knowledge.’
Preventing hydraulic leaks on A300/A310 Family aircraft

One outcome of the A300/A310 Technical Symposium in Toulouse in 2007 was the clear indication from operators that hydraulic leaks represent one of the most significant causes for unscheduled maintenance on the aircraft. From this came the request for Airbus to assist in improving the situation. This article explains the steps taken by Airbus to help operators reduce unscheduled maintenance related to hydraulic problems.

FLEET STATUS

Leaks from the hydraulic and other related systems (such as flight controls, braking systems etc) are a main cause for operational interruptions and unscheduled maintenance actions for each of the A300/A310 Family aircraft types. The hydraulic system is regularly one of the top five identified contributors to unscheduled maintenance actions.

To understand this phenomenon and define corrective actions, Airbus began some years ago to closely monitor all reported hydraulic leak events. This database has been used for the development of various hardware improvements and also the provision of comprehensive maintenance recommendations for preventive maintenance. Several operators have approached Airbus individually, recommendations have been given and the results have been clearly positive. One recent feedback from Thai Airways concerned a hydraulic leak improvement plan developed in 2007, see separate box.

AVAILABLE IMPROVEMENTS

A number of improvements and modifications have been defined and a complete list is available in Service Information Letter 29-032. As experience feedback from in-service is a continual process, the contents of this SIL are periodically updated and the last revision was in October 2007.

GUIDELINES

Analysis of in-service feedback clearly shows that the rate of occurrence of hydraulic leaks increases as the aircraft ages. Consequently, older aircraft require particular attention and, generally, the main items to be checked and the particular areas they are located in can be summarized as follows:

- Items to be checked are hydraulic seals, flexible hoses and rigid pipes.
- The particular areas are the main landing gear wheel well, the nose landing gear bay, the engine pylons and nacelle and the wing trailing edge.

Precise and detailed guidelines and procedures have been defined for these checks. For all A300/A310 Family operators to benefit from this, a fleet wide experience a Visual Inspection Guide CD-ROM has been developed, which complements the Hydraulic Practices, Repairs And Precautions Course described previously in this article. Copies of this CD-ROM have already been distributed to all A300/A310 Family operators and SIL 00-032 gives contacts for additional copies. A booklet, the ‘A300, A310, A300-600 Hydraulic System Maintenance Practices’ has also been produced and made available to operators.

Conclusion

Hydraulic system leaks are recognised as a significant driver for unscheduled maintenance actions on A300/A310 Family aircraft, so during the A300/A310 2007 Technical Symposium in Toulouse a review of available hardware improvements was made and a presentation was given of recommendations for maintenance practices to prevent leaks. Numerous hardware improvements have been defined by Airbus and are summarized in SIL 29-032.

Preventive maintenance is also an important factor to reduce leaks, so a visual inspection guide CD-ROM has been developed and issued by Airbus. Application of the SIL improvements and CD-ROM inspection guide has already led to improved operations for operators and, together with the complementary Hydraulic Practices, Repairs And Precautions Course described in Part 1 of this article, can bring increased benefits for operators by reducing schedule disruptions due to hydraulic problems.
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A300-600/A310 PMAT
A new tool for troubleshooting autolight systems

The sophisticated architecture of Auto Flight Systems (AFS) on the A300-600/A310 causes some issues for mechanics in identifying the root cause of problems. To assist in identifying these causes Airbus and Thales have developed a tool called the Thales Portable Maintenance Access Terminal (PMAT). This article describes the PMAT and its functions in assisting operators in performing investigations.

PMAT development

In 2007, Airbus launched the A300 and A310 Long Term Support programme (see FAST Special A300/A310 Family April 2008) to ensure continuous support to operators. New challenges like engineering support led Airbus and its vendors to modernize the fleet by improving various different systems of the A300-600 and A310 aircraft. New features were developed for improved aircraft performance and also for improved and easier maintainability of the aircraft. The introduction of systems for improved and easier maintainability led to the development of a new tool, the PMAT, by Thales Avionics for the maintenance of the AFS. The PMAT is ideally suited for the Long Term Support Airbus is providing for the aircraft family.

PMAT purpose

AFS maintenance is ensured by the FIDS (Fault Isolation and Detection System), integrated in the AFS computers, which records and analyses the BITE (Built In Test Equipment) memory from the AFS computers. Whenever a failure is detected, the FIDS sends BITE results to the MTP (Maintenance Test Panel) located on the rear panel in the cockpit.

When the MTP is interrogated, it displays the failures recorded by the BITE from the last flight and can indicate the highest probability of failed components (maximum three). After this, mechanics refer to the associated troubleshooting task in the TSM (Trouble Shooting Manual) and a dedicated booklet called Aircraft System Maintenance Aids.

In some complex cases the TSM may not be sufficient and the issue could persist. In these cases the complete BITE memory, which contains more information (Boolean, logic), could enable completion of the analysis of a complex failure. To access the BITE memory and enable analysis of its content, the PMAT has been designed for interrogating: The Flight Augmentation Computer (FAC), The Flight Control Computer (FCC) and the Thrust Control Computer (TCC).
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PMAT is easy to use

The PMAT comprises a laptop PC, a cable and a connector that can be plugged into the MTP front face to directly dump the BITE (hexadecimal coded data) for each of the FCC, FAC or TCC command (COM) or monitor (MON) channels. This dump is normally for the maintenance/engineering of operators, but can also be used by Airbus Customer Services Engineering and Thales Avionics support for supporting analysis.

When data is dumped, software in the PMAT is used to analyse the numerous hexadecimal or binary BITE snapshots. This software is called Thales Troubleshooting data Translating Tool -ST3-, and has been developed to handle (entry/consulting) and decode BITE dump snapshots from A310/A300-600 aircraft.

The software extracts the results of BITE records for the last 62 legs performed by the aircraft. The status of each logic point monitored by the BITE is displayed in binary format. Each point that is declared ‘false’ (not operative) is highlighted as well as other points of logic.

To complete the analysis, the PMAT provides plain English information, and even logic drawings of the subject computers. This information can be directly used by line maintenance to focus its investigation on the origin of the failure.
To provide assistance during complex troubleshooting the PMAT has been developed to supply advanced technical information for AFS investigation. The tool is easy to use and has proved its efficiency in numerous cases in service and furthermore has allowed fixes to be found for recurring issues that have existed over periods of several months.

The PMAT is well suited as an element of the Long Term Support that Airbus is providing for the A300/A310 Family to ensure that the level of support for these aircraft is as good as that of the other Airbus aircraft families (see FAST Special A300/A310 Family April 2008). The PMAT is referenced in the Aircraft Maintenance Manual and can be purchased by contacting Thales Avionics.

The software extracts the results of BITE records for the last 62 legs performed by the aircraft. The status of each logic point monitored by the BITE is displayed in binary format. Each point that is declared “false” (not operative) is highlighted as well as other points of logic.

To complete the analysis, the PMAT provides plain English information, and even logic drawings of the subject computers. This information can be directly used by line maintenance to focus its investigation on the origin of the failure.
Future Air Traffic Management
A step change in aviation’s efficiency, safety and environmental impact

Nobody will have failed to notice the accelerating drive to attain greater efficiency in the airline industry challenged by increased air traffic, oil price rises and environmental concerns. Regional fragmentation and the limitations of the current Air Traffic Management (ATM) system represent a major obstacle for more efficient operations today, and sustainable growth of air transport tomorrow. This article explains the current and future situation for ATM, SESAR and NextGen and Airbus solutions to enable operators to comply with and benefit from future ATM requirements.

ATM development programmes have been established, such as SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) in Europe and NextGen in the USA. They are aiming to provide effective solutions that can meet the widely agreed performance targets, in particular for eco-efficiency and significant cost reductions, as well as further enhanced safety levels on a global scale. How can a potential double or triple increase of traffic by 2020 (see figure 1) be managed when major airports already suffer from congestion today due to inefficient processes and outdated infrastructure? The renewal of the ATM system and the introduction of a new operational concept are mandatory to maintain seamless air transport.

To ensure interoperability of new implementations on a global scale, ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) can play an important role in making sure that what is being agreed upon in SESAR and NextGen can be extended globally by being relayed on to other regional ATM development and deployment initiatives that are under way, for example, in India, China, and the Middle East. The success of all these ATM programmes is essential for operators and for Airbus, with a direct effect on performance requirements. Therefore, Airbus is anticipating the future of ATM in the design of new aircraft. In addition, to provide full benefit to operators, Airbus has and will continue to invest in the design of high-performance retrofit solutions for its in-service fleet.

Airbus ATM vision

ATM will evolve towards network-centric operations with a complete air-ground integration. The new operational concept will be centred on the execution of a commonly agreed 4D trajectory (four-dimensional trajectory including time) with minimum ATC (Air Traffic Control) constraints, which is shared amongst stakeholders through System Wide Information Management (SWIM). Operators of Airbus aircraft will fully take advantage of this concept through enhanced Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) capabilities onboard the aircraft around the following three axes:

- More precise and optimized aircraft navigation - the ability to fly more efficient 3D (three-dimensional) and finally 4D (including time dimension) profiles with increased precision and performance accuracy;
- More autonomous aircraft and further reduction of risks - the ability to operate more independently of ground infrastructures, in lower equipped airspaces and remote airports, and with increasing situation awareness, in dense traffic areas and under all weather conditions;
- More communicative aircraft - the ability to participate increasingly in collaborative decision-making (CMD) with airport and airline operations as an integrated part of the ATM network.
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Nobody will have failed to notice the accelerating drive to attain greater efficiency in the airline industry challenged by increased air traffic, oil price rises and environmental concerns. Regional fragmentation and the limitations of the current Air Traffic Management (ATM) system represent a major obstacle for more efficient operations today, and sustainable growth of air transport tomorrow. This article explains the current and future situation for ATM, SESAR and NextGen and Airbus solutions to enable operators to comply with and benefit from future ATM requirements.

ATM development programmes have been established, such as SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) in Europe and NextGen in the USA. They are aiming to provide effective solutions that can meet the widely agreed performance targets, in particular for eco-efficiency and significant cost reductions, as well as further enhanced safety levels on a global scale. How can a potential double or triple increase of traffic by 2020 (see figure 1) be managed when major airports already suffer from congestion today due to inefficient processes and outdated infrastructure? The renewal of the ATM system and the introduction of a new operational concept are mandatory to maintain seamless air transport.

To ensure interoperability of new implementations on a global scale, ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) can play an important role in making sure that what is being agreed upon in SESAR and NextGen can be extended globally by being relayed on to other regional ATM development and deployment initiatives that are under way, for example, in India, China, and the Middle East. The success of all these ATM programmes is essential for operators and for Airbus, with a direct effect on performance requirements. Therefore, Airbus is anticipating the future of ATM in the design of new aircraft. In addition, to provide full benefit to operators, Airbus has and will continue to invest in the design of high-performance retrofit solutions for its in-service fleet.

Airbus ATM vision

ATM will evolve towards network-centric operations with a complete air-ground integration. The new operational concept will be centred on the execution of a commonly agreed 4D trajectory (four-dimensional trajectory including time) with minimum ATC (Air Traffic Control) constraints, which is shared amongst stakeholders through System Wide Information Management (SWIM). Operators of Airbus aircraft will fully take advantage of this concept through enhanced Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) capabilities onboard the aircraft around the following three axes:

- More precise and optimized aircraft navigation - the ability to fly more efficient 3D (three-dimensional) and finally 4D (including time dimension) profiles with increased precision and performance accuracy,
- More autonomous aircraft and further reduction of risks - the ability to operate more independently of ground infrastructures, in lower equipped airspaces and remote airports, and with increasing situation awareness, in dense traffic areas and under all weather conditions,
- More communicative aircraft - the ability to participate increasingly in collaborative decision-making (CMD) with airport and airline operations as an integrated part of the ATM network.

Airspace congestion in Europe in 2005 and forecast by 2020
What are SESAR and NextGen?

Both SESAR and NextGen are ATM development initiatives targeting a wide-ranging transformation of today’s aviation in safety, capacity, and environment. There is a great deal of commonality between the NextGen and SESAR goals and the respective target concepts. Airbus is completely committed to transatlantic cooperation on ATM. Nevertheless, the approaches and funding schemes remain different. Where NextGen is focusing on purchasing and the step-wise rollout of specific technologies, SESAR is based on the implementation of a new operational concept following an overall agreed Master Plan (MP). In the USA, the Joint Programme Development Office, including the FAA (Federal Aviation Agency), is the leader for NextGen. In Europe, the European Commission, Eurocontrol, and the ATM industry (airspace users, Air Navigation Service Providers -ANSP-, airports, manufacturers and supply industry) have together established the SESAR Joint Undertaking to execute the Master Plan.

SESAR concentrates all European development efforts and funding into one organization, the SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU), of which Airbus is a founding member. The development work started in 2008 under the responsibility of SJU executing the Master Plan agreed by all ATM stakeholders. SESAR has been organized in three phases: The Definition, Development, and Deployment phases (see figure 2). The Master Plan is the result of a two-year definition phase completed in March 2008 that involved members of the entire air transport community in the SESAR consortium. It was composed of 29 companies/organizations and 21 associated partners (airspace users, air navigation service providers, airports, supply industry and staff associations). Airbus was one of the key players heading the consortium’s project directorate in charge of coordinating the work of all companies and partners involved in the project.

Airbus will remain a key player in the subsequent development and deployment phases and will provide the necessary R&D (Research and Development) for new aircraft ATM capabilities. In addition, Airbus has been selected by the SJU to perform the Industrial Support function of the programme development phase. This function involves provision of a common systems-engineering framework for all partners and management of technical consistency at system-of-system level (integrating all systems throughout the ATM value chain, which includes the aircraft being part of a network exchanging data with ground systems, satellites, and other aircraft).

SESAR has the full support of the European parliament and council, therefore, if necessary to reach the expected targets, it may be decided to impose implementation through mandates (some are already scheduled for Implementation Package IP1).

However, it is widely recognized on both sides of the Atlantic that appropriate incentive schemes and an associated policy for early equipment installation should be developed to secure necessary investments.

To reach the new ATM capability levels required to accommodate the expected traffic growth and to meet agreed performance targets, SESAR foresees a stepwise deployment approach with three Implementation Packages (IP1 to IP3) over the next decade (see figure 3):

- **IP1**: From now until 2013 is building on the ongoing European ATM initiatives creating the basis and foundations of the ATM vision.
- **IP2**: 2013-2019 will deliver a wide information sharing environment, the driver for improved efficiency of the ATM network.
- **IP3**: 2020-202X will introduce the most advanced features of the SESAR Concept of Operation, aiming to achieve the SESAR performance goals in the long term. The longer term goals of SESAR comprise: Enable three times the capacity, cut cost by two, enhance safety levels by factor ten, and minimize environmental impact of flights up to minus ten percent compared to the 2005 baseline.

Level 1 will be reached with completion of IP2 by 2020 including improved aircraft-airport communications using high speed wireless gate links (WiMax), higher precision with Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS), and more autonomy using an Airborne Separation Assurance System (ASAS) for spacing between aircraft. It will see the first applications based on shared 4D trajectories as well as improved GBAS allowing for CAT II and III operations. After 2020, IP3 will finally deliver level 4 & 5 capabilities. They will bring operations based on full 4D contracts and enable ASAS self-separation.
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What are the key benefits of SESAR?

The first Implementation Package (IP1) will create the foundation for the two following packages. It builds on the ongoing European ATM initiatives and serves as the basis for trajectory based operations.

IP1 is centred on reducing environmental impact and increasing ATM performance, providing benefits (including safety) for all concerned parties.

By contributing in several ways to environmental protection, SESAR can be considered as an efficient project. Environmental benefits provide reductions of noise, decreased emissions and lower fuel burn thanks to optimized flight profiles, more direct routing, holding pattern avoidance, plus efficient and safe ground operations (e.g. brake to vacate, reduced taxi time). The yearly savings achieved due to the anticipated changes are estimated at 12 million tons of CO2 (Carbon Dioxide). These estimated CO2 savings are for Europe only with allowances for emissions (e.g. braking to vacate, plus efficient and safe ground operations). The general adaptation of operators’ fleets worldwide to reap the identified benefits at the earliest opportunity. All SESAR phases are profitable for the commercial airspace users operating in Europe, when all necessary investments have been made, not only on the airside, but also for an efficient ATM ground infrastructure. Thus IP1 will be able to create early revenues with a positive Cumulated Discounted Net Cash Flow, as shown in figure 5) mainly based on fuel savings and departure delay reductions (see figure 6).

Finally, safety is a key driver for the SESAR programme. The change of the operational concept towards 4D trajectories will enable pre-deconflicting of flight plans. A fully integrated ATM network-centric system will enable sharing of information among all ATM actors. This will help air transport to reach new safety levels compliant with future requirements. It is obvious that any capacity increase has to be coupled with an appropriate level of safety. Each implementation package provides positive contributions to these extended safety targets.

Consequences for operators

As SESAR is backed by all stakeholders and has full political support through Single European Sky (SES) legislation, it is expected to result in a large scale and properly synchronized implementation, hence justifying the general adaptation of operators’ fleets worldwide to reap the identified benefits at the earliest opportunity. All SESAR phases are profitable for the commercial airspace users operating in Europe, when all necessary investments have been made, not only on the airside, but also for an efficient ATM ground infrastructure. Thus IP1 will be able to create early revenues with a positive Cumulated Discounted Net Cash Flow, as shown in figure 5) mainly based on fuel savings and departure delay reductions (see figure 6). The expected significant reductions on user charges will be effective after full implementation. Other factors, unaccommodated traffic avoidance and low visibility savings are less important but complete the benefit’s picture. These quick wins and early revenues are important to maintain a positive momentum for the next implementation steps and secure the global benefit targeted by SESAR.

As the IP1 phase is already running, its implementation needs to be considered by all operators at this early stage. Actions are required today and these actions are not limited to SESAR with its European scope only, but have respective correspondence on a global scale, thus synchronization and coordination with NextGen is engaged. The short-term functions associated with IP1 include:

- Improved communications through Air-Ground Data Link: ATN compliant CPDLC (Controller Pilot Data Link Communication).
- Improved situation awareness: Air Traffic Situational Awareness (ATSAW).

All of these functions are considered essential for implementation of the IP1 2013 mid-term concept. To minimize aircraft downtime, operators are encouraged to plan well ahead and take the opportunity of scheduled aircraft downtime. An appropriate time to embody some required avionics is the 4C check. This maintenance check generally occurs, depending on the aircraft type, every five to six years.

Solutions provided by Airbus

Airbus responses to the European Commission invitation to support deployment of SESAR’s first steps are:

- New aircraft like the A350 XWB will be ‘SESAR ready’ covering IP1 as well as initial IP2 and some provisions for IP3,
- For in-service aircraft Airbus offers corresponding solutions and can assist operators to keep pace in a timely and cost-effective manner.
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The first Implementation Package (IP1) will create the foundation for the two following packages. It builds on the ongoing European ATM initiatives and serves as the basis for trajectory based operations.

IP1 is centred on reducing environmental impact and increasing ATM performance, providing benefits (including safety) for all concerned parties.

By contributing in several ways to environmental protection, SESAR can be considered as an eco-efficient project. Environmental benefits provide reductions of noise, decreased emissions and lower fuel burn thanks to optimized flight profiles, more direct routing, holding pattern avoidance, plus efficient and safe ground operations (e.g. brake to vacate, reduced taxi time). The yearly savings achieved due to the anticipated changes are estimated at 12 million tons of CO2 (Carbon Dioxide). These estimated CO2 savings are for Europe only with the baseline 2005 and the target being achieved in 2020 after IP2 implementation, accompanying regulatory measures and the respective institutional reforms.

Consequences for operators

As SESAR is backed by all stakeholders and has full political support through Single European Sky (SES) legislation, it is expected to result in a large scale and properly synchronized implementation, hence justifying the general adaptation of operators’ fleets worldwide to reap the identified benefits at the earliest opportunity. All SESAR phases are profitable for the commercial airspace users operating in Europe, when all necessary investments have been made, not only on the airside, but also for an efficient ATM ground infrastructure. Thus IP1 will be able to create early revenues with a positive Cumulated Discounted Net Cash Flow, (as shown in figure 5) mainly based on fuel savings and departure delay reductions (see figure 6). The expected significant reductions on user charges will be effective after full implementation. Other factors, unaccommodated traffic avoidance and low visibility savings are less important but complete the benefit’s picture. Those quick wins and early revenues are important to maintain a positive momentum for the next implementation steps and secure the global benefit targeted by SESAR.

Finally, safety is a key driver for the SESAR programme. The change of the operational concept towards 4D trajectories will enable pre-deconflicting of flight plans. A fully integrated ATM network centric system will enable sharing of information among all ATM actors. This will help air transport to reach new safety levels compliant with future requirements. It is obvious that any capacity increase has to be coupled with an appropriate level of safety. Each implementation package provides positive contributions to these extended safety targets.

Solutions provided by Airbus

Airbus responses to the European Commission invitation to support deployment of SESAR’s first steps are:

- New aircraft like the A350 XWB will be ‘SESAR ready’ covering IP1 as well as initial IP2 and some provisions for IP3.
- For in-service aircraft Airbus offers corresponding solutions and can assist operators to keep pace in a timely and cost-effective manner.
Upgrade solutions for Airbus aircraft

Airbus proposes a wide range of upgrade solutions to operators to retrofit their fleet. For the ATM changes ahead, the Airbus operator can choose to implement the following main airborne ATM solutions:

- **FANS (Future Air Navigation Systems)** flight deck upgrade.
- **Performance-based navigation** and high precision in approaches: P-RNAV up to RNP AR (AR means Authorization Required, also referred to as Special Aircrew & Aircraft Authorization Requirements -SAAIR- ) with a potential navigation performance accuracy down to 0.1 Nm where necessary.
- **ATSA-SURF** (Air Traffic Situational Awareness Surface)/ATSA-VSA (Visual Separation in Approach)/ATSA-ITP (In Trail Procedure) supported by ADS-B.
- **ACAS linked to AP/FD** (Auto Pilot/Flight Display).

**FANS (Future Air Navigation System)**

Provides the respective data link capabilities to the cockpit. It includes the implementation of new communication tools (data link processing and display). The replacement of voice communications by digital transmissions allows more efficient ATM and also reduces in communication errors, VHF congestion, and pilot/controller workloads.

FANS B is the Airbus solution to ATN compliant CPDLC Link 2000+ in areas of high congestion in Europe. It will be mandatory for new single aisle aircraft in 2011 and for all in-service single aisle aircraft in 2015.

FANS introduces two new main display components enabling viewing of all necessary additional information: ATSU (Air Traffic Service Unit) and DCDU (Data Display Unit) plus additional information accessible through the Multipurpose-Control & Display-Unit (MCDU) (see figure 7).

**P-RNAV/RNP AR**

Is an aircraft navigational capability that offers complete instrument-guided navigation. It allows operations of specific procedures/routes using the aircraft’s autopilot and Flight Management System (FMS), in fully automated guidance mode. Thus, it keeps the aircraft trajectory within precise airspace containments (horizontal and vertical) as illustrated in figure 8.

This type of procedure is particularly suited to areas where operations are limited by terrain, infrastructure availability or airspace constraints (such as parallel, converging or adjacent airport operations). Flexible flight paths allow the aircraft to be flown around obstacles, or restricted noise areas, even on final approach, whilst keeping the most direct routing possible. P-RNAV/RNP AR provides real benefits in track miles and fuel savings at many airfields and major hubs. Additional fuel saving benefits are realized when RNP AR is combined with Continuous Descent Approaches (CDA). All Airbus aircraft equipped with FMS2 and GPS (Global Positioning System) can fly P-RNAV/RNP approaches and the respective required procedures.

**ADS-B**

Is a technology where the aircraft broadcasts position, altitude, velocity and other parameters automatically. It includes surveillance, like radar, but offers more precision and additional services, such as weather and traffic information. ADS-B requires the equipment with adequate transponders (Mode S 1090 MHz). In return, ADS-B provides air traffic controllers and pilots with much more accurate information to help keep aircraft safely separated in the sky and on runways.

Today, the ADS-B Out function is certified for all Airbus aircraft. ADS-B Out will become mandatory very soon and is necessary to be SESAR IP1 compliant. In the next step (starting 2009), Airbus will certify ADS-B In, bringing additional benefits to Airbus operators allowing them to receive and display traffic information onboard as shown in figure 9.

**ATS A W**

(The Airbus Solution to ADS-B IN)

Enhances the flight crews’ knowledge of the surrounding traffic situation, both in the air and on the airport surface. It improves operational flexibility, increasing the airspace capacity and ensuring flight safety. Three ATSAW applications provide significant benefits:

- **Application 1 (ITP):** Enhanced flight level change (ATS A W combined with CPDLC) will allow reducing longitudinal separation to 20 Nm (compared to 80 Nm today) when changing flight levels during In-Trail-Procedures in oceanic airspace.
- **Application 2 (VSA):** Enhanced visual separation in approach.
- **Application 3 (SURF):** Enhanced traffic situational awareness on the airport surface.
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FUTURE AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT - A STEP CHANGE IN AVIATION’S EFFICIENCY, SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Air Traffic Situation AWareness (ATSAW)

- Application 1 (ITP): Enhanced flight level change (ATSAW combined with CPDLC) will allow reducing longitudinal separation to 20 Nm (compared to 80 Nm today) when changing flight levels during In-Trail-Procedures in oceanic airspace,
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The principle is to permanently provide updated traffic information received via ADS-B In. The main traffic information is the position, direction, relative altitude and vertical speed tendency of the aircraft. This information is presented to the pilot using the Cockpit Display Traffic Information (CDTI) screen. Figure 10 shows an example of VSA (whereas in general a full circle instead of the arc will be displayed for ITP).

ATSAW SURF is used to improve safety at airports. Here, aircraft and vehicles information is displayed on an airport moving map (see figure 11). This application will be very useful in high density areas and applicable on runways and taxiways to anticipate risk of collision.

A cost effective solution for the A320 Family

As SESAR targets the European airspace at 2020, many of the A320 Family will be concerned. With IFP, the implementation phase has already started, thus it is time for operators to consider making their fleet ready for the next generation of ATM.

Airbus ready-made In-Service Enhancement Package (ISEP) provides the key elements for an avionics foundation for A320 Family aircraft to bring those needing it to current-day standards. By serving as a platform for the above-mentioned functions, ISEP bridges the gap in capability and performance. It was specifically designed as an ‘all inclusive’ package with cost savings, revenue generation and environmental aspects in mind. As such, it not only helps Airbus operators to align with the SESAR IP1 requirements but it also enables further benefits in the airlines’ everyday business.

Figure 12 gives an overview of all the ISEP components and functions.

For the time being:

- ADS-B Out and FANS B are fully certified for the A320 Family.
- RNP AR is certified to 0.1 Nm in approach. Missed approach and departure figures will be confirmed in 2009.
- The certification for ATSAW in flight is expected in mid-2009.

By implementing the ISEP core package, operators can not only profit from performance benefits directly linked to the SESAR IP1 requirements but they can also achieve important benefits in safety, security, environmental aspects and economy.

Conclusion

The combined effects of airspace congestion, environmental concerns and fuel prices are driven by different initiatives worldwide and, in particular by the SESAR and NextGen programmes. Airbus is preparing for the future of ATM with the entry into service of new aircraft and provision of high-performance upgrades for in-service aircraft. Airbus Upgrade Services is fully committed to ensuring that solutions are available in time to allow airlines to align with the requirements of today and the future. With solutions such as RNP AR allowing reduced track miles, it can provide operators with the means to realize fuel savings, thereby reducing costs and emissions. Air Traffic will grow further and efficient ATC communications are key for safe operations in crowded airspace. This is recognized by the requirement for CPDLC Link 2000+ (FANS) and ADS-B.

To enable timely installation, now is the time for operators to consider scheduling of emboldment to maximize the benefits associated with these initiatives.
The principle is to permanently provide updated traffic information received via ADS-B In. The main traffic information is the position, direction, relative altitude and vertical speed tendency of the aircraft. This information is presented to the pilot using the Cockpit Display Traffic Information (CDTI) screen. Figure 10 shows an example of VSA (whereas in general a full circle instead of the arc will be displayed for ITP).

ATSAW SURF is used to improve safety at airports. Here, aircraft and vehicles information is displayed on an airport moving map (see figure 11). This application will be very useful in high density areas and applicable on runways and taxiways to anticipate risk of collision.

**A cost effective solution for the A320 Family**

As SESAR targets the European airspace at 2020, many of the A320 Family will be concerned. With IF1, the implementation phase has already started, thus it is time for operators to consider making their fleet ready for the next generation of ATM.

Airbus ready-made In-Service Enhancement Package (ISEP) provides the key elements for an avionics foundation for A320 Family aircraft to bring those needing it to current-day standards. By serving as a platform for the above-mentioned functions, ISEP bridges the gap in capability and performance. It was specifically designed as an ‘all inclusive’ package with cost savings, revenue generation and environmental aspects in mind. As such, it not only helps Airbus operators to align with the SESAR IP1 requirements but it also enables further benefits in the airlines’ everyday business.

Figure 12 gives an overview of all the ISEP components and functions.

For the time being:

- ADS-B Out and FANS B are fully certified for the A320 Family.
- RNP AR is certified to 0.1 Nm in approach. Missed approach and departure figures will be confirmed in 2009.
- The certification for ATSAW in flight is expected in mid 2009.

By implementing the ISEP core package, operators can not only profit from performance benefits directly linked to the SESAR IP1 requirements but they can also achieve important benefits in safety, security, environmental aspects and economy.
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**Conclusion**

The combined effects of airspace congestion, environmental concerns and fuel prices are driven by different initiatives worldwide and in particular by the SESAR and NextGen programmes. Airbus is preparing for the future of ATM with the entry into service of new aircraft and provision of high-performance upgrades for in-service aircraft.

Airbus Upgrade Services is fully committed to ensuring that solutions are available in time to allow airlines to align with the requirements of today and the future. With solutions such as RNP AR allowing reduced track miles, it can provide operators with the means to realize fuel savings, thereby reducing costs and emissions. Air Traffic will grow further and efficient ATC communications are key for safe operations in crowded airspace. This is recognized by the requirement for CPDLC Link 2000+ (FANS) and ADS-B.

To enable timely installation, now is the time for operators to consider scheduling of embodiment to maximize the benefits associated with these initiatives.
Description

C@DETS provides a series of self-explanatory modules describing the philosophy and content of each technical data manual.

Animations make the modules user friendly and audio messages help the trainee to understand the content of each slide.

The module shows in easy steps how to navigate within and between manuals (see figure).

C@DETS has been developed in association with the Airbus training department, providing commonality of user interface and an identical approach to training. Some C@DETS modules are integrated in Airbus training department courses.

For example, the FIN (Functional Item Number) module is included in the A380 General Familiarization course. The list of manuals module is included in the A320 family, A330 and A340 maintenance training courses.

The courseware is applicable to all Airbus aircraft. Major differences between aircraft types are highlighted where applicable.

All C@DETS modules dealing with AirN@v Family products have the same AirN@v ‘look and feel’ (see example in figure).

C@DETS was first introduced in 1995 to support Airbus customers’ efforts to:

- Train their staff in the efficient use of maintenance and engineering technical data,
- Increase the efficiency of their maintenance activities.

Since C@DETS introduction thirteen years ago, Airbus Technical Data has undergone tremendous advances in the way technical data is supplied to Airbus operators. Paper and microfilm have been replaced by digital documentation and the use of AirN@v Family allows advanced navigation and hyper-linking. These advances in technical data delivery to Airbus operators have generated a need to train end users in its application, even if the structure of the technical data manuals remains the same. To promote, support and facilitate Airbus operators in the task of familiarizing personnel involved in aircraft maintenance and associated activities with the advances in technical data, Airbus re-designed and produced a new version of the computer based tutorial system C@DETS, which was introduced at the end of 2006. Since this introduction C@DETS has been improved with new functionalities. This article advises on C@DETS availability within Airbus operator maintenance and engineering organizations and explains the new functionalities of the latest version.

C@DETS covers the following main topics:

- General information on Airbus Technical Data.
- AirN@v family products.
- Repair manuals: Structural Repair Manual (SRM).
- Engineering manuals: Technical Follow-Up (TFU) and Service Information Letter (SIL), Service Bulletin (SB), Drawings.
- Operational manuals: Master Minimum Equipment List (MMEL), Configuration Deviation List (CDL).

C@DETS Service Bulletin on-line module versus AirN@v / Engineering
C@DETS
Computer @ssisted Documentation Education Tutorial System

New improvements to the self-tutorial courseware for familiarizing users with Airbus maintenance and engineering Technical Data

C@DETS (Computer @ssisted Documentation Education Tutorial System) was first introduced in 1995 to support Airbus customers’ efforts to:
- Train their staff in the efficient use of maintenance and engineering technical data,
- Increase the efficiency of their maintenance activities.

Since C@DETS introduction thirteen years ago, Airbus Technical Data has undergone tremendous advances in the way technical data is supplied to Airbus operators. Paper and microfilm have been replaced by digital documentation and the use of AirN@v Family allows advanced navigation and hyper-linking. These advances in technical data delivery to Airbus operators have generated a need to train end users in its application, even if the structure of the technical data manuals remains the same. To promote, support and facilitate Airbus operators in the task of familiarizing personnel involved in aircraft maintenance and associated activities with the advances in technical data, Airbus re-designed and produced a new version of the computer based tutorial system C@DETS, which was introduced at the end of 2006. Since this introduction C@DETS has been improved with new functionalities. This article advises on C@DETS availability within Airbus operator maintenance and engineering organizations and explains the new functionalities of the latest version.

Description

C@DETS provides a series of self-explanatory modules describing the philosophy and content of each technical data manual.

Animations make the modules user friendly and audio messages help the trainee to understand the content of each slide.

The module shows in easy steps how to navigate within and between manuals (see figure).

C@DETS has been developed in association with the Airbus training department, providing commonality of user interface and an identical approach to training.

Some C@DETS modules are integrated in Airbus training department courses.

For example, the FIN (Functional Item Number) module is included in the A380 General Familiarization course. The list of manuals module is included in the A320 family, A330 and A340 maintenance training courses.

The courseware is applicable to all Airbus aircraft. Major differences between aircraft types are highlighted where applicable.

All C@DETS modules dealing with AirN@v Family products have the same AirN@v ‘look and feel’ (see example in figure).
Features

C@DETS courseware uses the latest web technology and comes with features such as:

- Being AirN@v Family oriented, C@DETS reflects the latest AirN@v features,
- User-friendly including help function. No specific training is needed to use C@DETS,
- Direct access to each specific training module from its home page. The trainer can select the module they want to perform,
- Offers ‘stand-alone’ and ‘stand-up’ teaching modes. In stand-up mode, an instructor can present the modules,
- Audio messages. The audio messages help the trainee to understand the slides,
- Print capability by module or page,
- Possibility to add personal notes on printed pages,
- Glossary of terms.

The following screenshot shows the main possibilities to navigate within a module.

Where can C@DETS be found?

It is available on-line in AirbusWorld and off-line on CD-ROM.

The CD-ROM is revised one time per year. It is part of the Airbus Technical Data package delivered to the Airbus operator.

The access on AirbusWorld enables the Airbus operator to have the latest evolution of C@DETS between two CD-ROM revisions. C@DETS modules can be downloaded from AirbusWorld.

AIRBUSWORLD
DIRECT ACCESS

The courseware is available on AirbusWorld from the portlet: My On-Line service.

ACCESS FROM THE MAINTENANCE AND ENGINEERING COMMUNITY

Some C@DETS modules are accessible from the pages of the Maintenance & Engineering community in AirbusWorld. This allows direct access to appropriate information in Airbus manuals through C@DETS in the context of given airline business processes.

For example, from the community Maintenance and Engineering – Perform line maintenance on aircraft, access is available to the MMEL (Master Minimum Equipment List) and the C@DETS MMEL/CDL (Configuration Deviation List) module that shows how to use these manuals.

C@DETS is also available from the documentation centre of the Maintenance and Engineering community.

AirN@v Family
is the standard solution for advanced consultation of Airbus Maintenance & Engineering technical data, as delivered by Airbus. It includes six data packages: Maintenance, Engineering, Repair, Workshop, Planning and Associated Data.

AirbusWorld Maintenance and Engineering community introduced end of March 2008, this community on AirbusWorld enables users to navigate quickly and easily in accessing information, documentation and services, which are organized by business process; in line with airlines’ maintenance & engineering activities.
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C@DETS, the Computer Assisted Documentation Education Tutorial System, is a self-tutorial courseware on Airbus Technical Data. It was created in 1995 to give the possibility to train Airbus operator staff involved in aircraft maintenance & engineering and associated activities in the use of Airbus Technical Data. With the replacement of the paper/microfilm format by digital data, Airbus re-designed C@DETS to cover the latest software technology, such as AirN@v Family products. C@DETS is fully in line with all the current manuals and software provided in the Airbus technical data package.

CD-ROM

The C@DETS CD-ROM has an auto run function that automatically launches the Home page.

In addition, the CD-ROM includes a .txt file that explains how to install all the C@DETS modules on a server or computer.

The module layout in the CD-ROM is the same as AirbusWorld, except that the LMS (Learning Management System) is only available on the CD-ROM. The LMS permits end-users to see quickly which modules they have visited. They can also reset the follow-up tracking or keep it until the next use of the courseware.

Future

Airbus plans to integrate C@DETS in the new Airbus e-learning library within the coming year. This integration will bring more commonalities between Airbus e-learning tools and will allow C@DETS to use the latest e-learning technologies. C@DETS will be also located in the same platform as other Airbus training courseware.
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Glossary:
AD: Airworthiness Directive
AMM: Aircraft Maintenance Manual
ATO: All Operator Telex
ASM: Aircraft Schematic Manual
AWL: Aircraft Wiring List
AWM: Aircraft Wiring Manual
C@DETS: Computer Assisted Documentation Education Tutorial System
CDL: Configuration Deviation List
CMMM: Component Maintenance Manual (manufacturer)
CML: Consumable Material List
CN: Consigne de Navigabilité
DFPRM: Duct and Fuel Pipe Repair Manual
FIN: Functional Item Number
FOT: Flight Operator Telex
IPC: Illustrated Parts Catalog
LMS: Learning Management System
MMEL: Master Minimum Equipment List
MOD: Modification
MP: Modification Proposal
MPD: Maintenance Planning Document
NTM: Non-destructive Testing Manual
ORT: Operator Information Telex
PIPC: Power plant Illustrated Parts Catalog
SB: Service Bulletin
SIL: Service Information Letter
SM: Standards Manual
SRM: Structural Repair Manual
TEM: Tool & Equipment Manual
TFU: Technical Follow Up
TSM: Trouble Shooting Manual
VSB: Vendor Service Bulletin

Conclusion

Airbus e-Learning Library
This new library provides Web-Based Training (WBT) to customers, to give them access to an efficient self-learning solution. This is the first step of a larger e-Learning project, which ensures a good knowledge to everyone requiring it, at their own time and place. This e-Learning Library is currently open to some Airbus operators as a pilot phase.

C@DETS is a self-tutorial courseware on Airbus Technical Data. It was created in 1995 to give the possibility to train Airbus operator staff involved in aircraft maintenance & engineering and associated activities in the use of Airbus Technical Data. With the replacement of the paper/microfilm format by digital data, Airbus re-designed C@DETS to cover the latest software technology, such as AirN@v Family products. C@DETS is fully in line with all the current manuals and software provided in the Airbus technical data package. The creation and evolution of C@DETS has enabled Airbus operators to train their staff (in classroom or in self-tutorial mode) to efficiently use the improved and enhanced AirN@v Family products and all the maintenance and engineering manuals for all Airbus aircraft. C@DETS evolution continues and its future integration in the new Airbus e-learning concept will enable enhanced functions to better manage the Technical Data training of Airbus operator staff.
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FAIR is adding collaboration to the existing communication means and media, with the objective of identifying key customer issues and bringing to them the best solutions. Benefiting from new web technologies, FAIR has been developed in a two-step approach:

1. Establish web-based forums that allow the airlines and Airbus to openly exchange their experience and expectations in specific domains of support and services,
2. Establish joint airlines/Airbus decision-making processes in each forum, to define the required go-forward plans.

The first FAIR forum Airbus developed was FAIR-ISP (In-Service Problems) for the Maintenance & Engineering domains. This was successfully deployed worldwide from December 2006, with more than 130 airlines connected.

Based on FAIR-ISP success, and further to strong airlines support, Airbus decided to develop FAIR-OPS for the Flight Operations & Training domains. The initial specification was worked upon in a workshop in March 2007 with flight operations representatives from airlines already active with FAIR-ISP. The FAIR-OPS project was presented to the airline community at the 15th Performance and Operations conference in April 2007, as well as during A320/A330/A340 Operational Liaison Meetings (OLM) in 2008.

Similarly to FAIR-ISP, FAIR-OPS enhances collaboration between the airlines and Airbus for the identification, evaluation, prioritization and, resolution of Flight Operations Issues (see definitions next page).

Without FAIR
- Bilateral discussions
- Airbus decisions

With FAIR
- Bilateral discussions maintained
- Multilateral discussions added
- Joint decisions
FAIR is adding collaboration to the existing communication means and media, with the objective of identifying key customer issues and bringing to them the best solutions. Benefiting from new web technologies, FAIR has been developed in a two-step approach:

1. Establish web-based forums that allow the airlines and Airbus to openly exchange their experience and expectations in specific domains of support and services.
2. Establish joint airlines/Airbus decision-making processes in each forum, to define the required go-forward plans.

The first FAIR forum Airbus developed was FAIR-ISP (In-Service Problems) for the Maintenance & Engineering domains. This was successfully deployed worldwide from December 2006, with more than 130 airlines connected.

Based on FAIR-ISP success, and further to support airlines, Airbus decided to develop FAIR-OPS for the Flight Operations & Training domains. The initial specification was worked upon in a workshop in March 2007 with flight operations representatives from airlines already active with FAIR-ISP. The FAIR-OPS project was presented to the airline community at the 15th Performance and Operations conference in April 2007, as well as during A320/A330/A340 Operational Liason Meetings (OLM) in 2008.

Similarly to FAIR-ISP, FAIR-OPS enhances collaboration between the airlines and Airbus for the identification, evaluation, prioritization and, resolution of Flight Operations Issues (see definitions next page).

In addition to FAIR-OPS, two other forums currently exist.

FAIR-ISP (In-Service Problems), a forum for the Maintenance & Engineering domains, has met with great success since its worldwide deployment in December 2006. More than 130 airlines are connected, sharing more than 5,500 contributions on the FAIR-ISP forum, with more than 400 In-Service Problems (ISP) identified by the airlines. More than 9% of these ISPs went on to be recognized as Major ISPs (MSPs).

And with the airlines help, 25% of MSPs have had solutions developed and established.

Thanks to the airlines contribution, FAIR-ISP is maturing with an average time to close an ISP of 5 months over the last year of operation.

FAIR-A350 XWB is a forum that is dedicated to the Airbus A350 XWB development. It is aimed at further improving communication between A350 XWB firm customers and the Airbus A350 XWB development teams. To complement existing face-to-face A350 XWB progress reviews, and customer focus groups, the forum allows permanent exchanges.

Without FAIR
→ Bilateral discussions maintained
→ Multilateral discussions added
→ Joint decisions

With FAIR

FAIR-OPS Pilot Phase up and running since June 2008
Flight Operations and Training
Full entry into service planned in 2009

FAIR-A350 XWB

FAIR-ISP up and running since Dec. 2006
(In-Service Problems)

FAIR-A350 up and running
Since Oct. 2007
(A350 XWB development)
The FAIR-OPS Process

As described previously, FAIR-OPS is not just an on-line forum, it is also a tool for making decisions. The most important one to be made is to decide if an FOI that one airline has identified is a major fleet issue, a Major Flight Operations Issue (MFOI), that needs to be resolved with a high priority (see definitions).

For this purpose, the FAIR-OPS process is split into three major collaboration phases, consisting of nine successive steps, each covering one part of the flight operations issue identification, prioritization and resolution process. In each phase, the airlines and Airbus can voice and share their opinions and their experience. Forum contributions allow a joint airline/ Airbus Screening Committee to make the best decisions for the benefit of the entire fleet.

Through enhanced transparency and sharing of opinions, all phases contribute to the following objectives:

- Focus on the MFOI affecting the fleet in-service.
- Agree resolution of these MFOI.

Roles and responsibilities

Four different roles have been defined among FAIR-OPS users. Each role has its privileges, making the whole process totally clear and easing participation and decisions (See definitions).

THE READER/DRATER

This is the default role of any FAIR-OPS user. Reader/validator access to the FAIR-OPS tool is controlled by the airline IT Administrator, the User Entity Administrator (UEA), who is also in charge of the AirbusWorld accounts for the airline. On airline management request, each airline UEA can create an unlimited number of FAIR-OPS reader/validator accounts.

A FAIR-OPS reader/validator can consult the forum and can create and save drafts of FAI items. The draft items are only visible to users of the reader/validator’s airline. The items that can be drafted are: New Flight Operations Issue (FOI), Agree MFOI, Closed MFOI.

When a draft has been finalized and is deemed ready for posting on the forum, the reader/validator can flag it as ‘Ready to post’ in the software. The items in ‘Ready to post’ status are then displayed to the writer/validation (see opposite) of the airline.

This draft process allows any Flight Operations, Training, or Flight Safety specialist within the airline to prepare the items for posting by their writers/validators.

THE WRITER/VALIDATOR

The number of writers/validators is limited to two per airline. They have a management level and therefore can act on behalf of their airline. Limiting the number of writers/validators to management levels who have an overview of their fleet operations ensures that items posted on the forum are of interest to the other users and remain fleet level issues.

The Airbus FAIR administrator controls writers/validators access to the FAIR-OPS tool.

FAIR-OPS writers/validators have reader/validator rights. In addition to their reader/validator rights, they are responsible for posting their airline’s contributions on the forum. For this purpose, they can consult, edit, delete, or post all ‘Ready to post’ drafts. A writer/validator can also directly create and post items without going through the draft process.

THE SCREENING COMMITTEE MEMBER

The Screening Committee is the decision body of the FAIR-OPS process. It covers all in-service Airbus aircraft families (A300/A310, A320 Family, A330/A340 and A380) and consists of around 20 representatives selected from the writers/validators of participating airlines.

Each Screening Committee gathers regularly (every four to six weeks) through Webex conference calls, to review the FOI, define FOI closure criteria, select and prioritize MFOIs, agree MFOI resolution and agree MFOIs closure. All Screening Committee decisions are based on airlines contributions (see definitions), and taken for the benefit of the entire fleet.

The agenda and minutes are approved by the airline co-chairmen (see following) and posted on the forum for everyone to consult. Each Screening Committee is generally planned at least two months prior to the meeting to cope with pilot rostering constraints for some Screening Committee members.

The Screening Committee process also prevents accumulation of a backlog of open items in FAIR-OPS. At the end of the FAIR-OPS phase 1 (“Identify Issue”), the inactive, general discussion or low priority items are screened and closed as required.
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FAIR-OPS Pilot phase status

The pilot phase has been running since June 2007 with a limited number of airline FAIR-OPS users, those who participated in the workshops for FAIR-OPS development. Its intent is to consolidate the tool and process for the flight operations and training community. Once the pilot phase airlines and Airbus have reached a consensus on the process/tool maturity (expected in 2009), the forum will be officially opened to the rest of the Airbus operators.

CONNECTION RAMP-UP

From September 2008, the FAIR-OPS forum has been gradually opened to any operators willing to actively participate in the pilot phase. The number of airlines connected since the official FAIR-OPS pilot opening in June 2008 has nearly doubled. This is evolving very quickly since September 2008 (27 airlines connected in mid October 2008).

FAIR-OPS is moving towards the success expected thanks to fruitful airline contributions. While still in a ramp-up phase, nevertheless, airline contributions keep on increasing.

The Airbus flying fleet is also well represented through a very balanced worldwide distribution of connected airlines.

FAIR-OPS SEMINAR OUTCOMES

The October 2008 FAIR seminar gathered the first FAIR-OPS pilot phase users in Toulouse. It enabled further fine-tuning of the process, drew the first lessons-learnt of the pilot phase and prepared a successful entry into service.

The seminar showed that the majority of airlines connected to FAIR-OPS are mostly consulting the forum and only part of them are actively posting.

Therefore, Airbus encourages connected users to contribute more, and in particular to voice their opinion and share their experience on existing FOIs, so that Screening Committee decisions can be made better and faster.

Airbus also invites all operators that have not yet joined the FAIR-OPS pilot phase community to request their connection (see how to get access to FAIR later) and nominate their writers/validators to post their contributions.

The tool interface is appreciated and considered as easy-to-use. Nonetheless, the first users requested an advanced training tool kit (step-by-step PowerPoint demonstration) easily accessible on the AirbusWorld website to rapidly promote the tool and FAIR process within their airline. This should also ensure faster contributions.
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From September 2008, the FAIR-OPS forum has been gradually opened to any operators willing to actively participate in the pilot phase. The number of airlines connected since the official FAIR-OPS pilot opening in June 2008 has nearly doubled. This is evolving very quickly since September 2008 (27 airlines connected in mid October 2008).
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The October 2008 FAIR seminar gathered the first FAIR-OPS pilot phase users in Toulouse. It enabled further fine-tuning of the process, drew the first lessons-learnt of the pilot phase and prepared a successful entry into service.

The seminar showed that the majority of airlines connected to FAIR-OPS are mostly consulting the forum and only part of them are actively posting.

Therefore, Airbus encourages connected users to contribute more, and in particular to voice their opinion and share their experience on existing FOIs, so that Screening Committee decisions can be made better and faster.

Airbus also invites all operators that have not yet joined the FAIR-OPS pilot phase community to request their connection (see how to get access to FAIR later) and nominate their writers validators to post their contributions.

The tool interface is appreciated and considered as easy-to-use. Nonetheless, the first users requested an advanced tuning tool kit (step-by-step PowerPoint demonstration) easily accessible on the AirbusWorld website to rapidly promote the tool and FAIR process within their airline. This should also ensure faster contributions.

THE SCREENING COMMITTEE

The prime airline co-chairman co-chairs the Screening Committee with the Airbus co-chairman. There is always one airline co-chairman participating in the Screening Committee. During the meeting, the airline co-chairman can act as discussion facilitator to ensure that fleet interests are considered rather than individual airlines interests. They can also mitigate or advocate the different standpoints of Screening Committee members to reach a consensus.

The airline co-chairmen contribute also to the Screening Committee agenda preparation. The airline co-chairmen validate Screening Committee meeting minutes before distribution to the FAIR-OPS community. Finally, the airline co-chairmen guarantee that the FAIR-OPS rules and guidelines are applied by all airlines and can intervene when users do not comply with the FAIR Specific Terms and Conditions (TSC).

The FAIR software

FAIR has been designed by the airlines for the airlines and the FAIR-OPS tool benefits from the maturity acquired over the past two years of FAIR-ISP activities, the forum for Maintenance and Engineering.

The initial FAIR-OPS specification was worked upon in workshops with flight operations representatives from airlines already active with FAIR-ISP, and representing the fleet (geographical distribution, fleet and type of operation). They actively contributed to the development of the FAIR-OPS tool interface to better address flight operations and training specifications.

This led to the specification of a web-based forum software, available on the AirbusWorld portal in the Flight Operations and Training communities.

The key drivers for software development were friendliness and simplicity. Some of the main features appreciated are:

- All major functions such as Raise, Contribute, Edit, Display details, Display summary, are accessible via simple buttons on the main screen.
- Customized views: Users have access to predefined views and can even define their own custom view, based on their preferences (aircraft type, subjects (i.e. training, documentation, etc.), Notification system: Users are notified of new items matching their preferences. FAIR users can adjust the frequency of notification and can also subscribe to specific items of particular interest to them, for which they will receive real time notification.
- Draft items: Users can draft and submit draft items for posting by their fleet writers/validators,
- Summary and ‘details’ sheets: Users can open a one-page summary or a full description of any item. They can print or save them in PDF format on their own PC.
- Assessment: Users can assess an FOI severity by filling and posting the impact assessment form,
- Notes: Users can voice their preferred proposals for a MFOI by submitting their vote,
- Multi-criteria search: Users can query the FAIR-OPS database with an advanced search engine combining text and list of values search.

The FAIR software is in continuous evolution to include functional evolutions or ergonomic enhancements as requested by users. Users have praised the friendliness and simplicity of the FAIR software tool. Continuous improvement is ensured while performance is being monitored very closely.

To update or delete an existing draft (FOI, comment/reply or assessment, depending on the selected item).

To raise a new FOI, write a comment or perform an assessment on a selected FOI or MFOI.

To receive real-time e-mail notification of any new input being posted by other users on the selected FOI or MFOI.

To select a view of items or set the search specific items.

To reply to a comment or assessment.

To display, filter, sort or group items.

To open the FAIR-OPS main page.

To update or delete an existing draft FOI, comment/reply or assessment, depending on the selected item.

To notify users of any notification.

To switch from summary to detail view.

To submit draft items for posting by their fleet writers/validators.

FAIR-OPS SEMINAR OUTCOMES

The October 2008 FAIR seminar gathered the first FAIR-OPS pilot phase users in Toulouse. It enabled further fine-tuning of the process, drew the first lessons-learnt of the pilot phase and prepared a successful entry into service.

The seminar showed that the majority of airlines connected to FAIR-OPS are mostly consulting the forum and only part of them are actively posting.

Therefore, Airbus encourages connected users to contribute more, and in particular to voice their opinion and share their experience on existing FOIs, so that Screening Committee decisions can be made better and faster.

Airbus also invites all operators that have not yet joined the FAIR-OPS pilot phase community to request their connection (see how to get access to FAIR later) and nominate their writers/validators to post their contributions.

The tool interface is appreciated and considered as easy-to-use. Nonetheless, the first users requested an advanced tuning tool kit (step-by-step PowerPoint demonstration) easily accessible on the AirbusWorld website to rapidly promote the tool and FAIR process within their airline. This should also ensure faster contributions.
The FAIR-OPS connection procedure is a two-step process:

### STEP 1: OBTAIN READER/DRAFTER ACCESS

Every airline can apply for an unlimited number of reader/drafter accounts managed by their own airline User Entity Administrator (UEA) who is in charge of the AirbusWorld accounts management. Contact your Airbus Regional Flight Operations Representative (RFOR) or Customer Support Director (CSD) to obtain a copy of the FAIR STC. Once the STC has been signed, your airline UEA will be given authorization to open FAIR-OPS to your organization. In case of access problems, contact your UEA.

### STEP 2: OBTAIN WRITER/VALIDATOR ACCESS

Writer/validator access is limited to two senior managers per airline and is controlled by the Airbus FAIR administrator. The contact details of your airline writers/validators must be provided to your RFOR or CSD for transmission to the Airbus FAIR administrator.

The Airbus FAIR administrator will advise airline writers and their UEA as soon as writer/validator connection is established or if there are any connection problems.

---

**WRITERS/VALIDATORS NOMINATION**

SET-UP

One of the lessons-learnt during the pilot phase was the difficulty for some airlines to nominate the different writers/validators and drafter/readers within their flight operations & training organizations. In some instances, it took several weeks up to three months to set-up an efficient FAIR-OPS process within the airline.

During the FAIR-OPS October 2008 workshop, airline first users considered that two writers/validators per airline was manageable. However, they advised that the nominated writers/validators managers have a good overview of the major operational and training recurrent issue experienced by their airline. Depending on each airline organization, it might be the technical pilot of the operated aircraft type.

The second writer/validator could be the technical pilot of other aircraft types (if operated by the airline).

It could also be the flight operations engineering manager having a good overview of the issues affecting the dispatch/operational documentation/performance tools/ etc. and generally more available for continuous follow-up of the forum activity and validation of the FOIs drafted by their readers/drafters colleagues.

**READERS/DRAFTERS NOMINATION**

SET-UP

The number of readers/drafters is unlimited within each airline. Nonetheless, to get started with FAIR-OPS, limiting the number of readers/drafters to management levels who have an overview of their fleet operations and most important issues concerning their domain of expertise, ensures that drafted items will be eligible for FAIR posting, and hence will ease writers/validators validation duty.

It also ensures an efficient flow of information to manage for the writers/validators, since they have to validate the ‘Ready to post’ FOI drafted by their readers/drafters colleagues, even if the tool interface is friendly enough to cope with it (specific ‘ToDoList’ view listing the pending action).

**Forum activity**

The number of posts in the forum has grown slowly in spite of the increasing number of connected operators. In early October 2008, nine FOIs in total were posted on the forum in less than four months for the three Airbus aircraft families, with 27 airlines connected.

However, very few comments were posted which does not allowed the first Screening Committee held in October 2008 during the FAIR seminar to firmly decide whether they were major or not. However, of the nine FOIs, four were deemed as potential Major FOIs, which is encouraging and shows a good airline understanding of FAIR-OPS purpose. This should be confirmed in the coming months with the opening of the FAIR Forum to all operators in 2009 and associated increasing contributions.

Airbus strongly encourages operators to participate actively in the FAIR-OPS discussions. This will allow building robust files quickly to speed and ease Screening Committee decisions for the benefit of the entire fleet.

**How to get access to FAIR-OPS**

FAIR-OPS is accessible on Airbus World. The pre-requisites for access are:

1. Access to AirbusWorld and
2. Signature of the FAIR Specific Terms & Conditions (STC).

Since the opening of the FAIR-OPS pilot phase forum in June 2008, things are progressing quickly and very much in the direction expected. More than 27 operators have connected up to early October 2008 and several additional ones are connecting every month. The FAIR-OPS decision process is working as expected, with four FOIs already identified as potential MFOIs among the nine posted FOIs (early October 2008) after only a very few months of activity, with a limited numbers of active operators. Of the four potential MFOIs, three have already solutions under Airbus investigation. Based on this rate, an increasing number of MFOIs is expected in the coming months with the official opening of FAIR-OPS forum to all operators in 2009, which shows the high interest of the flight operations & training community to take part in the decision-making process. Feedback from the first airlines using FAIR-OPS is positive and they highlight numerous benefits of using the process, with the top two being:

- Managing together with Airbus the list of top fleet issues and being able with Airbus to define the top priorities to be addressed,
- Defining and delivering solutions that are validated, or even improved, by airlines through FAIR-OPS.

The FAIR-OPS process provides a new and innovative means for airlines and Airbus to work together in a common on-line forum to share fleet experience and issues, identify and prioritize problems, and define and validate solutions. Airlines in completely different regions of the world can therefore become aware of the experience of each other and share this common knowledge to the benefit of their planning and flight operations. For Airbus, the benefits and advantages of FAIR-OPS include:

- An increased awareness of fleet operations issues, the ability to prioritize problems and define solutions with airlines and hence provide a better and quicker service for customers.
- More than 27 airlines are currently connected to FAIR-OPS and Airbus encourages all airlines to connect to FAIR-OPS.
-resolve in-service flight operations issues that may impact their operations. FAIR-OPS is a tool defined by airlines, for airlines, and will be increasingly successful with open, regular and constructive dialogue - to the benefit of all using it. Airbus looks forward to building this working-together forum with customers.
It also ensures an efficient flow of information to manage for the writers/validators, since they have to validate the ‘Ready to post’ FOI drafted by their readers/drafters colleagues, even if the tool interface is friendly enough to cope with it (specific ‘ToDoList’ view listing the pending action).

Forum activity

The number of posts in the forum has grown slowly in spite of the increasing number of connected operators. In early October 2008, nine FOIs in total were posted on the forum in less than four months for the three Airbus aircraft families, with 27 airlines connected. However, very few comments were posted which does not allow the first screening Committee held in October 2008 during the FAIR seminar to firmly decide whether they were major or not. However, of the nine FOIs, four were deemed as potential Major FOIs, which is encouraging and shows a good airline understanding of FAIR-OPS purpose. This should be confirmed in the coming months with the opening of the FAIR forum to all operators in 2009 and associated increasing contributions.

Airbus strongly encourages operators to participate actively in the FAIR-OPS discussions. This will allow building robust files quickly and easily to share this common knowledge in completely different regions of the world. The FAIR-OPS process provides a new and innovative means for airlines and Airbus to work together in a common on-line forum to share flight experience and issues, identify and prioritize problems, and define and validate solutions. Airlines in completely different regions of the world can therefore become aware of the experience of each other and share this common knowledge to the benefit of their planning and flight operations. For Airbus, the benefits are an increased awareness of fleet operational issues, the ability to prioritize problems and define solutions with airlines and hence provide a better and quicker service for customers. Not all airlines are currently connected to FAIR-OPS and Airbus encourages all airlines to connect to FAIR-OPS and contribute actively to identifying, evaluating, prioritizing, and resolving the in-service flight operations issues that may impact their operations. FAIR-OPS is a tool defined by airlines, for airlines, and will be increasingly successful with open, regular and constructive dialogue - to the benefit of all using it. Airbus looks forward to building this working-together forum with customers.
The SESAR (Single European Sky Air transport management Research) cockpit of today’s and tomorrow’s airliners (see article on page 12) is a lot different to early airliners. This is the cockpit of a Junkers G 24 around 1925. Note the flight instruments and throttle controls, also an early implementation of ‘fly by wire’ flight controls!

Air traffic management then was mainly watching out for other aircraft and today the numbers of aircraft flying around the world at the speeds, heights and distances we find normal would have astonished the early aviators. Nonetheless, this enormous improvement in aircraft performance has brought with it problems such as air traffic congestion, which SESAR will address to bring even more efficiency and cost savings for airlines and the air traffic management system.

The Junkers G 24 had a wing-span of 28.5 metres, a length of 15.25 metres and a height of 4.85 metres or 5.5 metres depending on modification. Its empty weight was 3,760kg; take off weight 6,000kg; maximum speed 175 kilometres per hour and range around 1,200 kilometres.

In its day it was an advanced airliner with space for nine passengers and a cabinet with a small washbasin. However, it was not so comfortable for the pilots as it had an open cockpit, which perhaps helps to explain the simple instrumentation – flying an aircraft for hours in freezing and rainy conditions could not have been easy and concentrating on complex instruments would have been difficult. The aircraft also set an endurance record of 14 hours 23 minutes with a 1,000kg payload, which must have been a marathon for the pilots.

In 1926 Lufthansa flew with the aircraft from Berlin to Paris and commercial flights also connected Berlin and Königsberg.
Just happened

Material, Suppliers and Warranty Symposium, Cancun, Mexico June 2008
We concluded a successful symposium, which brought together 150 people from customers and major suppliers organizations. The key theme of this event was to ‘Materialize our future together’ with keynote speeches dedicated to:
• Reveal of the Supplier Support Rating awards,
• Airbus material management strategy
• The new Supplier Support Conditions (SSC),
• Supplier improvement process,
• Airbus BFW and powerplant supplier policies and support,
• Optimization of the supply chain,
• What’s new in warranty,
• Warranty tool developments.

To complement the speeches, plenary sessions and workshops were held to share greater detail on specific developments and to openly exchange ideas together with customers and suppliers. The customer caucus highlighted that we delivered on our previous agreements to prepare future entries-into-service and expect constructive exchange views and information, plus inputs. It is planned to cover all presentations in the main session. As usual, adequate facilities will be provided for feedback from initial operation. All customers agreed the symposium gave them valuable feedback to prepare future entries-into-service and expect Airbus and its suppliers to maintain efforts on in-service reliability and product maturity improvements.

Airbus Training Symposium, Paris, France 1 - 4 December 2008
More than 200 people from eleven A380 customer airlines and nineteen suppliers attended the event. In a departure from the traditional symposium format, a broad range of A380 issues were debated with one day for focus on technical subjects, one day for production and programme development issues and one day for flight operations items. With the aircraft in-service for over one year, this was an ideal time to review feedback from initial operation. All customers agreed the symposium gave them valuable feedback to prepare future entries-into-service and expect Airbus and its suppliers to maintain efforts on in-service reliability and product maturity improvements.

Aviation Events

The first A380 Entry Into Service symposium
Toulouse, France 1 - 4 December 2008
The A380 Family programme symposium Paris, France 4 - 8 May 2009
The A380 Family is continuing to develop and to expand. The worldwide symposium of the A380 Family programme will take place in downtown Paris in May 2009. It will gather the airline management dealing with the A380 family, fleet managers and technical pilots to share the experience of the almost 4,000 aircraft which will be in service by mid 2009. Airbus will propose a basic agenda that will be merged with customer suggestions, concern-tracing on fleet concerns that will be based on FAIR-ISP (Forum for Airline Issues Resolution - In Service Problems) inputs. It is planned to cover all presentations in the main session. As usual, adequate facilities will be available for side meetings. The formal invitation letters as well as the preliminary agenda will sent in the first quarter of 2009.

The 10th Performance & Operations Conference to be held in Paris 11-15 May 2009
This is a significant milestone in our Flight Operations Support & Services activities. These events have been organized since 1989 and this event provides flight crews, operations specialists, flight operations engineers and performance specialists with a unique opportunity to constructively exchange views and information, plus increase mutual cooperation and communication. On most days, three sessions will be conducted simultaneously to cover the main flight operations themes. In addition, booths will be open daily to discuss issues and to provide demonstrations of Airbus Flight Operations tools.

Coming soon

A380 Family programme symposium Paris, France 4 - 8 May 2009
The A380 Family is continuing to develop and to expand. The worldwide symposium of the A380 Family programme will take place in downtown Paris in May 2009. It will gather the airline management dealing with the A380 family, fleet managers and technical pilots to share the experience of the almost 4,000 aircraft which will be in service by mid 2009. Airbus will propose a basic agenda that will be merged with customer suggestions, concern-tracing on fleet concerns that will be based on FAIR-ISP (Forum for Airline Issues Resolution - In Service Problems) inputs. It is planned to cover all presentations in the main session. As usual, adequate facilities will be available for side meetings. The formal invitation letters as well as the preliminary agenda will sent in the first quarter of 2009.

The 10th Performance & Operations Conference to be held in Paris 11-15 May 2009
This is a significant milestone in our Flight Operations Support & Services activities. These events have been organized since 1989 and this event provides flight crews, operations specialists, flight operations engineers and performance specialists with a unique opportunity to constructively exchange views and information, plus increase mutual cooperation and communication. On most days, three sessions will be conducted simultaneously to cover the main flight operations themes. In addition, booths will be open daily to discuss issues and to provide demonstrations of Airbus Flight Operations tools.
More room to breathe.
Welcome to the wide open spaces of the Airbus A380. With two full-length decks offering 50% more floor surface than any other high capacity aircraft. Broader seats. More personal storage. Better headroom. Wider stairs. All in all, more space for every passenger to relax and appreciate the quietest cabin of any airliner currently flying. The wide open spaces outside the A380 benefit from its design, too. The A380’s engine emissions are well below current international limits, contributing to improved air quality around the airports it serves. Giving us all more room to breathe where we need it most: Airbus A380. See the bigger picture.